
MyGuide to:  
MyIgSource community
MyIgSource is a unique community built by us, for us. No matter where 
you are in your journey with primary immunodeficiency (PI), you’ll find 
helpful information, resources, and peer-to-peer support—because no 
one should have to do it alone.

“Before MyIgSource, it felt like I was on a life raft 
and had all this information thrown at me. Now, 
I want others with PI to receive that same support 
and feeling of community.”—Tony S.

Advocacy

EducationSelf-care

Peer-to-peer 
support

MyIgSource is here to educate and empower everyone 
impacted by PI, regardless of treatment. Our Patient Advocates 
know life with PI firsthand. Read their stories at MyIgSource.com.

Have an idea for a new 
resource that might help 
people living with PI? 
Suggest the topic! Our 
community is made 
stronger together, and 
we value your ideas. 
Contact a MyIgSource 
Patient Advocate at 
855-250-5111. Access 
to MyIgSource is free 
and available to all, 
regardless of treatment. 

We’d love 
to hear 
from you!



Digital resources
Find us on social media and at 
MyIgSource.com. Our online 
MyIg Preferences Assessment 
helps you understand your 
treatment preferences and 
discuss them with your doctor.

MyIgSource patient educational resources

Programs
Virtual educational programs for 
the community cover a variety of 
topics that matter to people living 
with PI. Get more information and 
register by calling  855-250-5111 

My infusion log 
& wellness calendar
Stay on top of your treatment and 
overall wellness by logging every 
infusion, tracking your daily health, 
and communicating this data to 
your healthcare team. 

Just like me (JLM) 
adults and kids
Special edition publications 
on focused themes provide 
tips, articles, and stories 
on issues of living with PI, 
including needlephobia.

You’re not alone
This book features the 
stories of 40 real people 
living with PI, sharing their 
thoughts on the journey. 

MyGuides
This educational series explores 
a range of helpful subjects, 
including PI basics, plasma 
awareness, working with your 
healthcare team, and more!

Therapeutic play kit
This educational kit, featuring 
our IGI therapeutic play doll, 
helps children impacted by 
PI learn how to cope with the 
medical environment. Ask 
about IGI coloring pages, too!

Just like me (JLM) 
college prep series
Find out everything you wanted to 
know about going to college with 
PI, from the application process to 
campus life to your educational 
rights; includes a transition checklist.

Takeda Commitment. Takeda strives toward better health and a brighter future for people worldwide through leading innovation in 
medicine. We are committed to leading the way in plasma-derived therapies, which are a core part of our business and reflect our 
consistent, overarching values of integrity, fairness, honesty, and perseverance. As plasma is critical for the treatment of a variety of 
chronic, rare diseases, Takeda’s investment, focus, and commitment to plasma is top priority. 
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Resources are free of charge and available to all. For more information, 
please visit MyIgSource.com or contact a Patient Advocate at 855-250-5111. 

Follow us on    facebook.com/MyIgSource and           @myigsource




